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You have announced plans to reignite construction projects in 
infrastructure with €12 billion of investments which will create 
43,000 jobs. What major projects will be included in these initial 
investments?

The investments are based on two pillars: growth and new jobs. 
Greece has had, for a long period of time, a systemic infrastructure 
gap of around 0.7 percent, due to the major financial crisis from 2010, 
which caused a loss of 25 percent of our GDP. Infrastructure is a huge 
driveway for the economy’s ignition and, therefore, we have to face 
all relevant systemic issues: just to give you an example, the average 
needed time to complete a significant infrastructure project in Europe 
is around 45 months, while in Greece it is more than double. Serious 
amendments have to be undertaken. Bureaucracy has long been a ma-
jor obstacle in foreign investment and the major challenge we are facing 
at this moment is poor planning, as there is no decentralized system in 
which we can plan for the next strategic infrastructure project within 
the next 10 to 15 years. The next generation of infrastructure projects 
will have to do with rail and in particular modernizing our rail system. 
After the expansion of the Suez Canal and the huge investment of CO-
SCO in the country, the Greek ports must now be connected with rail.

 In your opinion, how has the international business community’s 
perception of Greece as a lucrative investment destination changed 
in recent years?

Greece has experienced an unprecedented prolonged economic 
crisis for almost a decade now and many analysts were quite sure that 
Grexit was inevitable. The Greek people proved them wrong, after 
bravely sustaining a huge economic and social downfall. Now, we have 
a great opportunity to move forward. Optimism has been restored, 
foreign investments are growing at a fast pace and we hope, as Prime 
Minister Mitsotakis has stated, that Greece will become, within the 
next three to four years, the “new success story” of the eurozone.

In parallel to further developing a robust intermodal transporta-
tion network, Greece can host major industries along the corridors 
in strategic industrial parks and logistics hubs that will grant access 
to markets across Europe. What is the status of logistics hubs like 
Thriassio Pedion?

 Greece has traditionally relied on tourism as its major industry, rep-
resenting around 20 percent of our GDP. Attracting a bigger number 
of tourists every year also means that we have to develop high-quality 
infrastructure and transport projects. 

In addition to that, our government is aiming at making Greece the 
logistics hub for all products from Southeast Asia to Europe, via the 
port of Piraeus and Greece in general. We are trying to attract long-
term investors as opposed to investors who are only interested in dis-
tressing funds. The 
major investment of 
COSCO in the port 
of Piraeus is a great 
example of how a 
private company in-
vestment can benefit 
both the investor and 
the country’s growth. 
In the next five years, 
Greece aims to create 
€10-12 billion in in-
frastructure projects. 
As far the Thriassio 
project is concerned, 
it is a key investment 
that will put Greece on the map of the intermodal transportation 
network and we hope that we will soon be able to overcome all out-
standing obstacles and get the necessary EU approval in order to start 
its realization. 

There is no doubt that Greece is on the right track to meeting its 
primary goals: sustainable growth, creation of new jobs and direct for-
eign investement. 

Our government has shown, during the first semester of its man-
date, the necessary determination, perseverance and willingness to 
restore and promote Greece’s image and position in the world, both 
geopolitically and financially. We are here to succeed.

Kostas Karamanlis, Minister of 
Infrastructure and Transport, 
discusses how infrastructure is 
the linchpin to economic growth

“The average needed time to complete a 
significant infrastructure project in Europe is 
around 45 months, while in Greece it is more 
than double. Serious amendments have to be 
undertaken.”

Kostas Karamanlis, Minister of Infrastructure and Transport
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The pharmaceutical sector in Greece was at one point a poster-child 
for the economic recovery: a high-growth sector leading in invest-
ments in research and development (R&D) and in exports. But for 
several years now and as a result of the crisis, strict austerity measures 
have hampered future growth. Today, what is your outlook for the 
pharma sector and are you optimistic the austerity measures will be 
phased out soon?

The government, which is entirely new, is fully aware of the problem 
and they appear determined to deal with the issue. The key is imple-
menting structural changes that will allow future governments to control 
spending, the entry of new pharmaceutical companies, the prescription 
patterns as well as the penetration of generics, creating space for newer 
products. Pharmaceutical companies may continue to have monopolies if 
we don’t have different products with similar potential.  

However, the fiscal space has not changed. The easiest way to solve 
our imminent issues in a simplistic manner would be by funneling some 
money into the system. The budget for pharmaceuticals has been stable 
for the past four years. This does not seem very rational to us, as we are a 
country with elderly people and a long lifespan. We also have an increas-
ing prevalence of diseases like diabetes and cancer. I would also note the 
strength of the local industry, which is usually quite strong in the generic 
drug sector. Boosting it could also give a boost to the local economy, not 
only from the common health area but also in terms of an economic 
investment through production alongside the potential exports that we 
have achieved or are planning to in the future. 

For us at the Hellenic Association of Pharmaceutical Companies 
(SFEE), the way forward and expectations revolve around the govern-
ment’s initiative to take a closer look at the situation and assess the mag-
nitude of the issues. The current situation and the weight that has been 
put forward does not ensure the sustainability of companies as well. We 
believe that this will change, but we also need to see some actions.

What could you tell us about your own company, Novo Nordisk Hel-
las, and its recent challenges and successes?

Our company is primarily active in the area of diabetes, where we 
are one of the best if not the best in Greece and the world. Diabetes has 
become a huge health threat in modern world, as it is a disease that is 
growing significantly. In Greece, people with diabetes exceed a million. 
Currently, it is estimated that globally 425 million people suffer from 
diabetes and it is projected to increase to 700 million after 2040. We are 
happy that we are able to offer most of our innovative products to Greek 
patients.

What other key reforms are you lobbying for with the new adminis-
tration that in your opinion are needed to boost competitiveness and 
favor new investments 
in the pharmaceutical 
sector? 

Prime Minister 
Kyriakos Mitsotakis 
has recently said that 
there will be €50 
million available for 
pharmaceutical com-
panies to offset part of 
the clawback. It may be 
a small part but it is a 
step towards the right 
direction. 

The idea is to 
offset the clawback so that companies in the sector proceed with 
investments, either in production or R&D, and primarily in clini-
cal trials. The international industry is and can become much more 
active in the field of clinical trials, as this is an area where Greece is 
lacking in comparison to other European countries. I do not think 
that the clawback has caused this to happen, even though it may 
have indirectly affected it. The clawback makes our market non  
pharma-friendly. 

That said, the biggest culprit is the bureaucratic framework and the 
fairly complex legislative code that is not encouraging more clinical activ-
ities. There have been steps to facilitate an easier and friendlier regulatory 
framework over the past years, however, we have some way to go. 

Olympios Papadimitriou, 
President, Hellenic Association of 
Pharmaceutical Companies, on 
high hopes for government support

“The international industry is and can become 
much more active in the field of clinical trials, 
as this is an area where Greece is lacking 
compared to other European countries”

Olympios Papadimitriou, President 
Hellenic Association of Pharmaceutical Companies
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